
 1: “My name is Victoria Keen. I'm here interviewing Caleb Holm” 

 2: “I am Caleb Holm.” 

 1: “OK so the first question I have for you is how do you define or how do you describe your ethnicity?” 

 2: “I am Asian or Pacific Islander” 

 1: “What about your family, how do they describe their ethnicity?” 

 2: “Uh...Asian Pacific Islander” 

 1: “Like your dad's side your mom's side?” 

 2: “My mom's side is Asian pacific islander and my dad's side is Caucasian white” 

 1: “OK so my next question that I have for you is have you ever had experiences with oppression or 

inequality in regards to your race?”  

 2: “Um...yes one time uh I was walking to my friend's house and an old Caucasian lady she said she 

called me a racial slur and that was the first time I ever had a uh problem with inequality and or racism”  

 1: “OK so how did that make you feel afterwards? like were you sad were you angry or?”  

 2: “I was... a little angry that uh...how like simple minded people can be in like how people can't mind 

their own business and just leave other people alone about their ethnicity or... anything” 

 1: “OK so have you ever had to suppress your feelings of that did you ever have to you know like be 

quiet or you just weren't allowed to say anything...?”  

 2: “yeah during that time I decided not to say anything or decided just to walk it off and not say 

anything about it. And also, another time in freshman year when I was with my friends with one of my 

friends, they called him a racial slur too 'cause uh color of his skin and I remember that still. That made 

that made me feel ah just... sad that there is inequality and racism in America like this and probably in 

other countries too”  

 1: “Okay, do you have any family members who have experienced something like that?” 

2: “yes my my dad side my his uncle experienced racism he married a African American lady and then 

they were like pound looked down upon for getting married and then they got uh...chased out of town 

'cause people didn't like how having a mixed-race couple in that town” 

1: “ do you know where it was?” 

 2: “um somewhere in Minnesota “ 

1: “Minnesota” 

1: “OK so besides that has your family had any traditions that have been passed down?” 

2: “um one traditions that have been passed down on my mom side is that um my pacific Islander side 

we we dance usually and like dance usually like um I'm hula and haka and yeah that's pretty much it I'm 

on that side uh “ 



1: “what about your dad side?” 

2: “oh that side I'm not sure about that one” 

1: “so um...would you do any activities that do stuff that are from your culture or?” 

2: “Yeah I'm in the Pacific Islander club PIC for our school and we've been cooking our traditional foods 

uhm and also learning about different islands that are still Pacific Islander islands and learning dances 

new dances” 

 1: “do you feel more connected to your culture that way?” 

2: “yes I I feel more spiritually connected to my culture here then most of my family and I'm glad I do 

sense I'm trying not to like forget our heritage and our ethnicity where we come from” 

1: “in school or in public ever been shamed for showing your culture?” 

2: “Um...I haven't really showed my culture that much though but when I do people just um..what was 

it? I was in the it's just like me weird for how the way I look and the I look is not that much Pacific 

Islander, but I am Pacific Island descent and I wish people could see me as Pacific Islander consent... 

dissent” 

 1: “well do you have any stories you want to talk about? not necessarily about oppression or culture but 

just something that you think it would be important to know. “ 

2: “um well” 

1: “... like any experiences you've had like fun experiences fun your culture or?” 

2: “ yeah when we went to Hawaii for the first time and saw my family there in forever that was q fun 

experiences we gotta hang out and then me and my cousin we got to go up up north in Oahu where I'm 

from and uh go to this place called the Polynesian culture center and then we have like the big luau and 

the roasting of the boar and just have a fun time and you know my cousin go up onstage and danced. 

We danced the front of everyone” 

 1: “would did you say that's a big aspect of your culture?” 

2: “dancing?” 

1: “yeah” 

 2: “that's it yeah, yeah it shows I'll show it shows a lot about my culture and where we come from the 

culture and are in my culture dancing is way to tell a story or tell or just have a good time”  

 1: “do you think are there any like movies or shows that you think portrayed your culture in a good way 

or a bad way?” 

2: “Some shows up there's this show on Netflix called oh, what's it's called? finding Ohana is on Netflix. 

It shows which is a well first it's a treasure movie though but second though it's uh a movie where it's 

just showing how important family is and in Hawaiian culture Pacific Islander culture how family is very 

important to all of us and if we didn't have family then we wouldn't have a culture really much” 



1: “OK are there any ones that you would think portrayed your culture in a bad way?” 

1: “No?” 

2: “I I don't think so they'll be traded in a good way even the cartoons” 

1: “even the cartoons?” 

2: “yeah moana and Lilo and stitch” 

 1: “um do you have any the opinions on, or do you even know about the fight for land in Hawaii right 

now?” 

2: “Fight for land in Hawaii yeah it's some the Hawaiians are getting kicked out of their houses so the 

government can put a big satellites or not satellite big telescopes spectating though in on their land and 

the protests are Monecia they have been it's it's been uh... they are peaceful but they just been taking 

their land and showing them like they're moving people out of their houses so they don't really have a 

place to live anymore just to build a telescope for honestly I don't see no reason for that we need to live 

we need houses to live and yeah” 

 1: “so do you have anything else you wanna talk about?” 

2: “no I think that's that's it I think I covered everything” 

1: “OK so I think that's good so thank you for coming” 

2: “Yep No problem” 


